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About This Game

The puzzle game of the future has arrived! The original best-selling new Puzzle franchise is back in an all new dimension with
its signature Match-3, turn based battles in an insanely addictive and masterful hybrid of RPG and Puzzle genres. Take on the
role of a rogue pilot scouring the galaxy to uncover clues in an intergalactic mystery that affects the fate of the entire universe.

Build up a fleet of ships, discover hundreds of different weapons, and master the new puzzle board!
Key features:

Over 30 hours of gameplay!

All new redesigned Puzzle board

Over 150 different weapons to use to control the board

Customize and build a fleet of ships to master the galaxy

Hundreds of missions within single player game
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Decent little game to play while waiting for food to cook or a ride to come. Very basic but charming, game has a fun 90's
nicktoons style to it. When you have that spare $1 floating around in your steam wallet this is a wothy $1 purchase.. I hate you if
you don't love this game.. Love this Pack so far... I think its a great idea to add onto the Campus DLC!!!. Game is still alpha and
has some issues, but the developer is committed and very responsive. Haven't spend a lot of time in game yet, but from what I've
played it seems fun.. Very nice bus. Just make your bus collection bigger. It's a lot like Skyrim you know with all the spiders and
stuff.... Fantastic sim at a very good price!
I'm strictly a freestyler but like to practice racing in sims to improve my accuracy. I grabbed the bando pack as well which is
fantastic.
Very low system stress, excellent physics and nice maps!. Let's start with the positives.
+ If you look at the previews for this game you'll notice that cubes shattering into smaller cubes. The goal of the game is to
destroy every object on the screen. Every block turns into smaller blocks which slowly float away. I quite enjoyed seeing all the
cubes at the end of a level fall slowly through the air.
+ I would say the difficulty was more on the easy side. I don't personally like when puzzle games get too difficult (for example,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 "snakebird").

Now for the negatives.
- I didn't really feel like I was in control of each mechanic the game has until the end. In the beginning I felt like I was doing
things sort of randomly, to see if they would work and it wasn't until the very end that I felt like I had a bit of an understanding
of the mechanics. More times than not I felt like I would guess what to do rather than logically make decisions.
- While a minor nickpick, I felt like going from one level to the next just felt a tiny bit too slow. I feel like if each level
transition period was a bit shorter, that I would be a bit more invested in the game.

Overall I would say it was okay. Not bad, but I enjoyed klocki, zenge, scalak, hexcells, and hook more.
Unless you really like the visuals in this game, I would recommend you play any of the previously mentioned games instead..
I've done a few hours in game now, so decided to write a review about this game. To give a short answer, if you liked Nascar
Heat 2, you should buy this title. If you like Nascar, you should probably do that too.

If you just want a sim racing game; Do NOT buy it.
If you don't have a wheel or controller; Do NOT buy it.

-- GENERAL OPINION --
I played Nascar Heat 2 before this title, and Nascar Heat 3 has solved a number of issues. The physics are a lot better compared
to the previous game. Graphics are also much improved (still not optimal, but a good improvements compared to Nascar Heat
2). Force Feedback has been improved, which are probably because of the physics. Game works awesome with my G29 wheel.
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There are a lot more basic setups in the game for each track, which is easier to get something quick to your race style. Also
custom setup is still in the game of course.

Still the cautions are completely automatic so as the pitstops. It's a shame, but hope they improve that on the next title.

-- CAREER MODE --
Overall improvement over Nascar Heat 2, you can now start your own team instead of just driving for others. The rival system
has also been improved so that you can apologize if ran into a driver during the race.

Before the Truck Series, are the DIRT series, which is questionable. I personally like the new feature in the game, but if you
want to drive in the Dirt, you buy the game Dirt. However some say it's not something that should be in the game, that's not true,
because most Nascar drivers started there. If you don't like the serie, set it on short race length and go through it pretty fast to
get to the Trucks.

AI makes mistakes, get blown tires and hit in the wall. Surely makes it more realistic.

Currently I didn't do much else than carreer, so might update it later on other things.
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It's a fun game. You are the fairy servent of a prince, and you go to the mortal realm of veronawhen your Prince disappears.
From There you are in the world of Shakespeare, interacting with his characters

The game is easy to play and while there is lots to read, you won't be slaving away trying to find endings. They are all easy to
find. The romances are sweet too. I managed to romance tybalt from romeo and juliet.. 10\/10 The best DLC for any game
ever.. The art is amazing, the story is great, the voice acting is on point, don't see what's so bad about giving it a try. Common
route free anyway. Lets hope we get Interview with Kaziklu Bey and Kajiri Kamui Kagura in English.. Not a very good value.
Adds a new building to each of the three new factions, some personalized units, and some story events (that occur as text-based
crises you resolve at the beginning of turns). All of the game movies are the same for each factions, and as near as I can tell
there is no even quasi-factionalized ending (like they had in Shogun, where you could see your family logo places). Charging
20% of the game price for something that would just have been included with the game in the pre-DLC era seems like a strecth
for something that makes such a small difference in gameplay.. I recommend the OVA if you're into Wakfu at all. Do note,
however, that this is streaming-only, so you may want to check the Steam Streaming FAQ beforehand.. great game to play i love
it
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